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SUMMARY
 
The NACA has developed means, including an injection impeller 
and ducte& head baffles, to improve the cooling characteristics of 
the double-row radial engines installed in a four-engine heavy bomber. 
The improvements, afforded proper cooling of the rear-row exhaust-
valve seats for a wide range of corl-flap angles, mixture strengths, 
and airplane speeds., The results of flight tests with the airplane 
are used as . a basis for a study to dethrmine' the manner and the 
extent to which the airplane performance was limited by engine cool- 
ing. By means of this analysis for both the standard airplane and 
the airplane with engine-cooling modifications, comparison of the 
specific range at particular conditions and comparison of the cruising-
,performane limitations were 'made. 
The analysis of levol-flightcruicing performance of the 
airplane with both the standard and the modified engine installations 
'indicated .that the n1.axmum cruising &conomy is attained at the 
minimum brake specific fuel consumption Then engine cooling under 
these conditions is possible. Operation-at lean mixtures, high 
eatitudes, and large
	 waslimited. for the standard 
airplane by engine cooling at the point where larger ôowl-flap 
openings increase the power required for level flight at such a 
rate :that the additional cooling air available is not sufficient to 
cool the engine when developing the additional power. When cooling 
becomes impossible at the minimum brake specific fuel consumption,
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the maximum cruisingeconomy is obtained, with a cowl-flap angle of 
approximately 50 and with the leanest mixture (above the chemically 
correct value) giving satisfactory engine cooling. 
Comparison of the calculated performance of the standard and 
the modified airplane indicated the cooling improvements increased 
the maximum specific range as much as 38 percent for operation where 
wide cowl-flap angles and enriched mixtures are required to cool 
the standard, airplane. Corresponding increases in-cruising range 
were calculated for flights in which conditions allowing large 
increases in cruising economy were encquntered. The cooling improve-
ments allow either an increase of more than 10,000 feet in operating 
altitude at a given airplane weight or a 'oss .weight increase of 
from 10,000 pounds at sea level to 35,000 pounds at all operating 
altitudes above 10,000 feet. 
INTRODUCTION 
Economical cruising operation of the B-29 airplane has been 
impaired by the rich mix.turesand the large quantities of cooling air 
required to cool properly the R-3350 engines installed in this air-. 
plane. The cooling difficulties caused by nonuniform mixture dis- 
tribution and poor cooling-airflow over the critical regiçns of 
the rear-row cylinders have resulted in frequent failure of the 
exhaust valve and the exhaust-valve seat. 
The difficulties experienced in cooling the exhaust-valve seats 
of the rear-row cylinders have been overcome to a considerable extent 
by improving the mixture distribution through application of the 
injedtion impeller - (reference i) and by aunenting the flow of cool:-:r. 
Ing air to the critical temperature regions through installation of 
ducted head. baffles (i'eference 2). Flight tests with the airplane 
(reference 3) indicated that the temperatures of the exhaust-valve 
seats on rear-row cylinders were markedly lowered by these modifica-
tions and the airplane range, altitude, and gross weight previously 
limited by these temperatures could be greatly increased. Under" 
most normal flight conditions, reasonable operating temperatures of 
the rear-row exhaust-valve seats were attained with thestandard 
engine installation on the airplane only through use of large 
cowl-flap angles as well as enriched. mixtures. The rear-row exhaust-
valve seats of the modified installation, however, were cooled 
properly over wide ranges of cowl-flap angles and mixture strengths, 
thereby affording' the possibility of improving the airplane perform-
ance through proper adjustments in cowl-flap and mixture-control 
setting. Although the maximum performance is attained where both
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fuel consumption and cowl-flap angle are reduced.to minimum values, 
it is usually necessary to increase one when the other is decreased 
in order to avoid exceeding the limiting, cylinder temperature. In 
order to use advantageously the improved airplane performance afforded 
by the engine modifications, the combination of cowl-flap angle and 
mixture strength that gives thb optimum cruising performance with 
proper cooling must be determined. The possibility of extended 
airplane performance formerly prohibited by cooling difficulties must 
be investigated to evaluate fully the effectiveness of the ' cooling 
improvement. 
In the present report, flight-test data of the airplane 
are evaluated and analytically extended to show the effect 
of the Injection impeller and ducted head baffles on the airplane 
performance. The relative effects of cowl-flap angle and specific 
fuel consumption on the specific range of the airplane with standard 
and modified engines are determined as well as the combinations 
affording the maximum specific range. With the maximum specific 
range used as a criterion, the effects of the engine cooling improve- 
ments on the specific range and the cooling limits of operation are 
computed.. The calculations cover cruising conditions at altitudes 
from sea level to 35,000 feet and airplane weights from 75,000 to 
- 150,000 pounds. The Inyestlgation was carried out at the NP.CA 
Cleveland laboratory under the authorization of the Air Technical 
Service Command., Army Air Forces. 
SYMBOLS 
A5	 effective aspect ratio 
c	 brake specific fuel-consumption, pounds per brake horsepower-
hour 
OD	 total drag coefficient 
basic parasite-drag coefficient 
0L	 lift coefficient 
E	 specific range, miles per pound of fuel 
c(Ø)	 cooling-air pressure•-dropcoeffIcient 
Me	 combustion-air weight, flow, pounds per second 
P	 power per engine, brake horspower
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free-stream dynamic pressure, 4 p V2 , pounds per squar€ foot 
B	 airpléne level-flight cruising range, miles 
s	 distance, miles 
Ta	 cooling-air temperature ahead of engine, OF 
Tg	 effective combustion-gas temperature, OF 
Th	 cylinder-head temperature, °F 
V	 true airspeed, miles per hour 
W	 airplane gross weight, pounds 
We
	
gross weight of airplane without fuel,, pounds 
Wf	 weight of fuel, pounds
	 . 
.CL(0)
	
incremental drag factor 'resimlting from cowl -f lap angle 
0	 cowl-flap angle, degrees 
Ap	 cooling-air pressure drop, inches of water 
P	 air density, slugs per cubic foot 
Po	 air density (standard sea-level Army summer atmosphere, 
0.00221) 
a	 ratio of free-air density to standard-air density, p/ps 
apparent brake. horsepower 
JV	 indicated airspeed, miles per hour 
The subscript o represents sea-level reference conditions. 
ANALYSIS 
The improvement in airplane cruising performance efThctod by 
cooling improvements may be demonstrated by comparing cruising range 
and cooling-limited performance of standard and modified engine 
installations. This comparison requires that the conditions for
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best cruising' economy, as well as the true nature of the limitations, 
be analyzed. In order to undertake this analysis with sufficient. 
accuracy and for a wide variety of airplane operating conditions, 
it is necessary to investigate the relations among the airplane 
performance, the engine performance, the engine cooling character-
istics, and the associated variables. 
Airplane Range 
The specific range of an airplane, that -is, the distance that 
may .-be flown for each pound of fuel expended a a given, altitude, 
speed, and gross weight, may be expressed analytically .
	 . 
Us 
-	 (l_ 
dWf 
where the minussign indicates that the fuel weight decreases during 
flight. Consequently, the range of the airplane may be written 
fB	 .  AWe S 
R=i ds=—j	 EdW	 (2) 
JWe 
where the integration covers weights from full to empty fuel supply. 
The variable of Integration and the appropriate limits may refer to 
either the fuel weight or the gross airplane, weight becatise the 
variations of one-are identical with those of the other if oil con- 
sumption and abrupt changes of gross weight, such as disposal of 
bombs, are neglected. The. gross airplane weight is more convenient 
than the fuel weight inasmuch a 'it directly Influences the specific 
range.	 .	 ..	 .	 .	 - 
The ,
 most accurate evaluation of equation (2) requires numerical 
methods because the quantities affecting the integrand vary with gross 
aiiplane weight in manners that 'are difficult to express analytically. 
Because of thee interrelations the specific range, and consequently 
the 'airplane cruising range, are functions of several variables not 
all of which are independent. Both the gross weight of the airplane 
and ' he cruising altitude are usually fixed by condition s,other than. 
specific range.' The Optimum cruising condit1ors for any particular 
airplane weight and cruising altitude are therefore the values of 
the remaining varlablestha't give the integral in equation (2) a
	 - 
maximum value and at the same ,
 time proyide prOper cooling.
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Specific range 
Method of solution. - In ord.e± to calculate the specific range 
of the airplane (fig. 1), it was necessary to have in either analyt- 
ical or graphical form the aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane, 
the engine operating performance, and the engine cooling requirements. 
These variables are not independent but are related through the 
requirements that the engine, be properly cooled and that the airplane 
be maintained in level flight. 
For a given altitude and gross airplane weight th6 physical 
relations among the variables that de-fine the specific range are: 
1. Power required by the airplane for steady level flight - 
determined, by the airplane speed and.-the-cowl-flap opening 
2. Cooling-air pressure drop required to coblthe,enginè to 
the limiting head temperature -
 determined by the engine power 
output and the brake specific fuel consumptior 
3. Cooling-air pressure drop available across the engine 
(necessarily equal to the pressure drop required when operating at 
the limiting head temperature) --determined by the airplane speed 
and the cowl-flap opening 
Together, with the definition of specific range, these relations form 
a set of four simultaneous algebraic equations-in six variables. 
Four of these variables maytheref ore be eliminated arid the cruising 
economy expressed in terms of any two. The airplane speed and the 
brake specific fuel consumption will .be ôbnsidered, the independent 
variables and the maximum values of specific range with respect to 
these variables will be determined by graphical means. 
Assumption for calcultions. : The analysis. was based on -
'standard Army summer atmospheric-conditions and on the conservative 
temperature limit of 5600 Fat the exhaust-valve seat (corresponding 
to a limit betwe,en 4200 and 4400 F at the rear Apark-plug gasket of 
the standard • engine) of the •hbttest rear-raw cylinder. It was 
assumed that limiting exhaust-valve-seat temperatures would not be 
encountered on the frontrowi;cyl±nder where the critical regions 
are more adequately- cooled. The relationbetween the engine speed 
and the engine power was taken to be.aropèller-load curve (fig. 2) 
defined by the raed- engine conditions. The resulting indicated 
mean effective pressures were below the khQbk limit for all fuel-
air ratios. For operation along the propeller'-load curve, the 
relation between brake specific fuel cônsumption and fuel-air ratio
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(fig. 3) was approximated from flightrtest results and from estimates 
(reference 4) of the Wright Aeronautical Corporation. The analytical 
prformance comparison for the airplane with standard and modified 
engine installationsshould not be affected materially by the 
approximate nature of this relation because brake horsepowers above 
the normal rated 2000 for the engine were not used in the calcu- 
lations.	 - 
Relations Pmong Fundamental Variables 
The formulation of the relations affecting the airplane cruising 
economy necessitates analysis of the flight tests. Each of the 
three fundamental relations will be considered separately. 
Brake horsepower required. - An analytical approximation of the 
brake horsepower required for level flight may be found when the 
relation between the lift and the drag coefficients of the airplane 
are known. If the airplane is considered an elliptically loaded wing 
of finite span (reference 5), the drag coefficient may be expressed 
asthesuin of the'parasite and the induced drag coefficients 
1	 •1	 CL2 
	
CD = CDP Ll+c(ø)J +-	 (3) 
where the incremental drag factor. (0) accounts for the additional 
drag resulting from the cooling-air momentum loss and the true, 
parasito drag of the cowl 'laps themselves. The coefficient was 
based on a 'wing area of 1750 square feet. Numerical values of the 
parasite drag coefficient with closed cowl flaps CDpO and the 
effective aspect ratio of the equivalent elliptically loaded wing' 
Ae, as well as the relation between the incremental drag factor and 
the cowl-flap angle may be determined. 
In order to obtain values of the unknown quantities of equa-
tion (3), a limited number of flight tests with the airplane were 
undertaken in which airspeed, altitude, and other pertinent flight 
data were accurately measured. The brake horsepowerwas determined 
on two of the four engines from torquemeter readings and was
	 - 
estimated for the other engines from carefully observed engine 
operating conditions. The weight of the airplane was approximated 
from the known weight 'of the empty airplane and the approximated 
weights of equipment, personnel,and fuel at the particular time 
of test.	 - 
IN
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The method of relating the power requirements to the lift and 
the drag coefficients is well known and its application to the 
generalization of flight-test data is discussed thoroughly in 
references 6 and 7i The linear relation between the over-all drag 
coefficient (closed cowl flaps) and the square of the lift coeff i-
dent was,determined from flight tests at two engine speeds for an 
assumed constant propulsive efficiency of 0.85 and is shown in 
figure 4. .Because of-this assumption and because the airplane 
weight was not precise, the data for the different engine speeds 
are not in complete agreement but define two parallel lines. The 
approximation used in the following analysis was madt by drawing a 
line parallel to and equidistant from the lines defined by each 
set of points, The experimental values of the basic parasite-drag 
coefficient and the effective aspect ratio may be determined from 
figure 4 and equation (3) as
 
0.021 
Ae	 8.4 
The relation between the 'incremental drag factor ã (0) aria-the, 
cowl-flap angle- (fig. 5) was determined from flight tests covering 
the normal range of cowl-flap angles. 
From the foregoing results, the apparent brake-horsepower 
requirement per engine / ' P may be conveniently expressed in terms: 
of the reduced variables (airspeed, mph and airplane weight,, lb)
	 -
where the propulsion efficiency is assumed to be 0.85 and the.wing.. 
area, is 1750 square feet:
	 -	 '	 :...... 
6.9xl05(l+a(Ø)
	
a r )( 	 ,	 •	 + 7101 (W/100000 )372	 .	
. \,jiTföbFS5öJ	 \....A.i7iooOo 
-	
•,	 ,	 (4) 
The value of the incremental diag factor a (0) ' is ohbâen frQ 
figure 5 corresponding to given cowl-flap angles The relation 
between the required brake horsepower per engine and the indicated 
airspeed is shown graphically in figure 6 for the useful range of 
cowl-flap angles. Because the analysis was made 'with a constantI. 
propulsive efficiency, the values of tower calculated frOm equa-
tion (4) will undoubtealy be in error for both ,very higif and veIy, 
low airspeeds' but is believed accurate' within ±3 'percent for vaLues 
of reduced indicated, airspeed
	 _	 beteOn 170 and 230 miles
.Jw/l00000 
per hour.
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Available cooling-air pressure. drop. Measurements. of, the 
cooling-air pressures wer3 not made during flight tests of the 
airplane and consequently ,it wa necisary to estimate the pressure 
drop available for cooling from wind-tunnel tests of the same 
engine installation (reference 8). If the e.ffects of inclination 
of the thrust axis and. of air compressibility are neglected, the 
relation between cooling-air pressure drop, airplane speed, and 
cowl-flap angle may be expressed 
_p = C (0)	 (5) 
where C (0), the coo1iiigair pressure-drop coefficient, depends 
on only he cowl-flap angle. The 'cool'ing-air pressure-drop coeffi-
cient was corrected for wir-tunnel wall interferen'ce by applying 
the correction of reference. 9 to the pressure downstream of the 
engine rather than to th pressure at the cowl-flap exit. The result-
ing corrected values of, c.(0) are shown In figure 7-for the useful 
range of cowl-flap angles. 
Engine _cooling _charact.erst1cs, - The cooling data from flight 
testsof the airplane with standard and modified engine installations 
were correlated in the manner of reference 10, using the relation 
given, in figure 7 for estimating the cooling-air pressure drop. 
The flight tests undertaken for this purpose and the details of 
thecorrelation procedure are discussed In reference 3. Because 
difficulties have been experienced in cooling the exhaust-valve 
seats of the rear-ow cylinders and because the cooling limitations 
are presribed, by the tempeature of the hottest cylinder, the 
cooling relations are based on the maximum temperature's of the 
rear-row exhaust-valve. seats. The correlated results of the flight 
tests of the standard engine Installation and of the modified 
installation using the NASA injection impeller and ducted head 
baffles on all rear-row cylinders are shown In figure 8. The fol-
lowing relations between the maximum temperature of the rear-row 
- exhaust valve seat and the 'engine operating conditions were found 
to apply for the standard engine installation 
91,, 0.66 
0.82 -'—p	 ( e) 
Tg	 Th .	 (p)O.2S 
and for the modified engine installation incorporating-the injection 
impeller and.ductedhead baffles
0.66 
Th'Ta  
	
Tg Th	 b)°28	
(7)
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The variation of the effective combusti'on-. a8
 temperature with fuel- 
air ratio (reference ii) Is shown in figure 9 at a carburetor-deck 
temperature of 00	 Because the engine inobrporates a geared

supercharger, the effective gas temperature also depends on engine 
speed, and consequently curves are given-for three engine speeds. 
The value of the effective gas temperature given by figure 9 must 
be increased by 0.80 of the ôarburetor-deck temperature' in degrees 
Fahrenheit when applying the curves. 
Nondimensional form of results. - In order to present the 
results nondimensionally, a set of reference conditions that vary only 
with airplane weight was chosen for convenience. On the assumption 
that the turbosupercharger maintains sea-level back pressure at ally 
tiiries, the following reference conditions correspond closely to-
thoe providing the maximum specific range for a particular airplane 
weight if the engine temporatre limit is disregarded: 
1. Standard sea-level Army summer atmosphere,	 1.0 and 
P 0,00221  
2. Cowl flaps at 2 (closed) position 
3. Level flight at maximum lift-drag ratio 
4. Minimum brake specific fuel consumption for required power 
The power required for sea-level flight at maximum lift-drag ratio, 
and consequently, th minimum brake specific fuel consumption 
(condition4) varies only with airplane weight. The values of the 
airplane specific range and the values of the important associated 
variables are shown
- in figure 10 for the reference conditions over) 
the complete range 'of airplane weights. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In the presentation of the relation'between the specific range 
and the airplane operating conditions as well as in the comparison 
of the airplane using the standard and the modified engine instal-
lations
., the specific range has been 'expressed as a function of the 
brake specific fuel consumption and one of the three flight variables: 
airspeed, altitude, or gross airplane weight. These relations among 
the variables affecting the specific range of the airplane are 
represented by three-dimensional curves. ,
	 -
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Performance Limitations Imposed by Cooling 
Requirements and Engine Operation 
The nature of the performance limitations imposed by the engine 
performance and the cooling requirements may be understood through 
graphical solution of the simultaneous equations characterizing 
cruising with proper engine cooling. (See fig. ii.) For operation 
at a given altitude, airplane gross weight, and cowl-flap angle, the 
apparent power required is related to the indicated airspeed by 
equation (4) and the specific range may be found in terms of the 
indicated, airspeed and the brake specific fuel consumption. This 
relation, plotted three-dimensionally in figure 11(a), is terminated 
by the minimum attainable brake specific fuel consumption, as 
indicated by the hatched area. -Inasmuch as the engine power is 
known, the engine speed, the fuel-air ratio, and the coolThg-air 
pressure drop (figs. 2 ) 3, and 7) may be found for a given indicated 
airspeed and brake specific fuel consumption. This information is 
sufficient for calculating the temperature of the exhaust-valve seat 
according to equation (6) or (7) and consequently any point of the 
surface representing specific range at a given cowl-flap angle 
(fig. 11(a)) has a definite cylinder-head temperature. Curves of 
constant head temperature may then be drawn an the surface as shown 
in figure 11(b). The maximum cylinder-temperature criterion pro-
hibited safe engine operation in a certain area of the specific-
range surface with the restriction most severe in the vicinity of the 
chemically correct mixture where the maximum combustion-gas temper-
ature occurs. The hatched area of figure 11(b) must therefore be 
disregarded because of cooling difficulties. A similar situation 
exists for each cowl-flap opening; these other surfa.ces and their 
limiting temperature lines are shown in figure 11(c). The usable 
envelope of these surfaces (fig. 11(d)) encompasses, for the assumed 
altitude and gross airplane weight, all cruising conditions possible 
with proper engine cooling. The surface representing the limiting. 
specific range consists of three distinct parts: (1) normal specific-
range surface with closed cowl flaps, continuing until limiting head 
temperature is reached; (2) the portion for which limiting head 
temperature exists for all cowl-flap angles; and (3) the normal 
cruising economy surface at full-open cowl flaps, continuing until 
limiting head temperatures are reached. Although excessive cooling 
is available at all points within this region, the most economical 
cruising conditions are represented by the upper portion of the 
surface and consequently only this part need be considered. - 
The operating altitude or the gross weight, as well as the air-
speed., could be considered individually independent and similar 
surfaces would be obtained. Surfaces of this type are shown in 
figures 12, 13, and 14 for the airplane using the standard
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engine installation.' The extension ä'f operation toward high speeds, 
altitudes, or gross weights will be eventually limited by engine 
power whereas the limitation at rich mixtures (large bsfc) is very 
indefinite. Operation at very low speeds is aerodynamically unstable. 
Because these limitations are indefinite and' of little importance 
in the present report, the figures are terminated arbitrarily at 
low speeds and rich mixtures. 	 "	 .	 . .. 
For agiven brake specific fuel cOnSUptiofl;' thCal.rspeed 
(fi.l2), the'altitudo (fig. 13),.. and the gross weight (fig. 14) 
are limited by the avai1ab1e 'coOling.faóiIitieu :.Coolthglimita-
tions of airplane por'ormance'aremost severe near',thC chemically 
correct mixture; that. is, wher6t1é. dum.vaiué of tho.combution-
gas temperature is encountered.'' Satisfactory'eñgine cooling :may 
usually be attained at enrichedmixtures but may ormay not be 
attained at mixtures leaner than the chemically correct 'depending 
on he soVerity of the codiing.requiremets. end Onthomixture at 
which engine op3ration becomes unsatisfactory.
 
•	
'When a cooling limit eiist, it may be observed pbysically..by 
noting" the responäe: of specific range' to the progressive 'leaning ,of 
a rich mixture at'agiven airplane speed. When thO fuel-air. ratio 
(or bsfc) is' doci'eased, the cowl flaps must be opened to retain: 
proper engine cooling. At some particular cowl-flap, setting, 
on the Indicated airspeed, a greater cowl-flap angle 
necessitates'ouch a large increase in engine power that the Qooling-
'ôir pressure drops required are greater than 'those available from 
the increased cowl-flap angle. An example of this cooling limit 
Occu±' 'in 'figure 12 at an indicated-airspeed ratio of 1.30. Con-
tInbue leanig of the mixture is therefore impossible and the 
additional cowl.-flap opening has only decreased the specific range 
at the sno mixture and airplane speed. Although successful airplane 
operation and engine cooling may be accomplished at cowl-flap angles 
greater than those occuring at the cooling-limited performance, 
increased fuel consumption and sacrifice in specific range results. 
Such conditions of operation are of no practical' importance. 
Determination of Maximum Specific Range 
For a 'given 'airplane weight and operating altitude, it appears 
from figure 12 that proper engine cooling may be attained at a 
variety of airspeeds, mixtures, and cowl-flap angles. The combination 
of these variables affording the most desirable cruising performance 
must be used as a guide to the proper flying conditions and to serve 
as a basis of comparison for the standard and the modified engine
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installations. The maximum specific range was considered the gov• 
erning factor for level-flight conditions; however, in order to 
investigate the essential charàcteritics of the spocif ic range at 
various airspeeds, determination of te maximum specific range will 
be considered in two parts: (1) proper combination Of cowl-flap 
angle and mixture strength, and (2) most economical airplane speed. 
Optimum combination of cowl-flap angle and mixture strength 
The results of the analysis relating specific range and cooling 
requirements fall into two classes, differentiated by whether cooling 
is possible . tmixturesleaner than the chemically correct. The 
distinction is not concerned, however, with cooling at the chemically 
correct mixture.	 - .	 .	 - 
Typical examples of the first case, where coolingis possible 
at mixtures leaner than the chemically correct, are shown in figure 12 
by the cross sections at indicated-airspeed ratios v V- of 1.00 and 
V0 
1.15. Under these conditions the greatest specific range for a given 
airspeed is always attainable at the minimum brake specific fuel con-
sumption. even though appreciable cowl-flap angles are required .; the 
cowl-flap angle generally appears to be of less inp'ortance than the 
mixture strength. This result does not preclude the possibility of 
cooling improvethents (such as changes in baffle configuration) that 
increase the specific range by decreasing the required cowl-flap 
angle for a given brake specific fuel consumption. 
The second, case, section at	 = 1.30 in figure 12, concerns 
the optimum cruising conditions when proper engine coo1in is impossi-
ble near, or leaner than, the chemically correct mixture. Rich-
mixtures are essentiallyinefficient and may üsusaiiy be avoided, by 
reducing the airplane speed or altitude. When'it is necessary to 
operate under circümstànces requiring a rich mixture, both fuel-air 
ratio.and cowl-flap angle must 'be considered because reducing the 
fuel-air ratio to the minimum value for which cooling is possible 
will require large cowl-flap angles and effect considerable loss An 
specific range. Although the maximum specific range occurs at widely 
different mixture strengths depending on 'the airplane speed, altitude, 
and weight, the cowl-flap angle for maximum specific range for rich-
mixture operation is usually 'between 40 and 60. Inasmuch as the. 
specific range is not sensitive to small changes in 'mixture strength 
in the neighborhood of the maximum value, setting the cowl flap at - 
approximately 5 0 and leaning the mixture until the limiting head,, 
temperature is encountered appears to be a reasonable procedure for 
approximating the maximum 'specific range.
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Indicated	_ao.ç; - The áirpeed leading to the maximum 
specific range for a given altitude and airplane weight will be 
investigated in two capes depending, like the optimum combination 
of cowl flap and mixture, on rhetherengine cooling is possible at 
mixtures leaner than the chemically correct. 
If proper Cooling IS attained at mixtures leaner than chemically 
correct, the maximum specific range is always (for a given airplane 
weight and altitude) achieved at the airplane speed providing the 
maximum lift-drag ratio. The maximum value of specific range shown 
in figure 12 is of this nature. Deviations of the conditions for 
s pecific range from the minimum brake specific fuel consumption and 
the maximum lift-drag ratio are-small-if the propulsive efficiency 
is assumed. constant. 
When satisfactory engine coolingis impossible at mixtures 
leaner than the chemically correct,. the maximum specific range may 
occur either at the velocity giving the maximum lift-drag ratio and 
an enriched mixture cr at an airplane speed (and engine power) 
sufficiently below that giving maximum lift-drag ratio to allow 
engine cooling in a lean conditions The reduction of airspeed below 
that giving maximum lift-drag ratio is generally prohibited by the 
tendency of the airplane to attain trim at either of the two air-
speeds (fig. 6) corresponding to the given power. For comparison, 
it will be assumed that airplane o peration at maximum lift-drag ratio 
is satisfactory but that lower speeds are unsatisfactory. Conse-
quently, under the foregoing assumptions, the maximum specific 
range will be attained at the maximum lift-drag ratio and the optimum 
cowl-flap and mixture settings for both lean and rich operating 
-mixtures.
Performance: with Improved Cooling Characteristics 
The improvement in 'engine cobling characteristIcs iesulting 
from use of the NACA injection impeller and ducted head baffles on 
the rear-row cylinders permitted a general increase in specific 
range because of the smaller cowl-flap angles and:-'leaner mixtures 
required for proper 'coolingo The operating altitudes and. the air-
p3ane weights for which p'oper cooling is possible at lean mixtures 
were indicated to be greatly extended. C6mparisori of secif Ic range 
for various airspeeds, operating altitudes, and weights are given 
figures 15, 16, and 17 respectively.  
Specific range and cruising range. - For opei'atlng conditions 
at which proper cooling was possible with small cowl-flap angled for 
the standard airplane, only small Improvements in the specific range 
are shown for the modified airplane because the cowl-flap losses are 
'I
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quitewall- in this range. For conditions where the standard air-
plane required large cowl-flap angles, the improvement in the specific 
range 'is quite large, attaining its i.mum value in the vicinity of 
the cooling- limited porfornance of the standard engine'. The per-
centage improvement in specific range resulting from the use of the 
NACA Injection impeller and ducted head bffles 18 surninizod for 
various airspeeds, altItudes, and airplane woights in the following 
table: 
Altitude, ft
	 Sea level 10,000 20,000 
"-...JndIoated-
- 
-
- I - 
'-irs000d 
Gross	 atio, 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.0 '1.2 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.4 
weight	 '- 
• (lb)	 Yo 
75 ) 000 0 0 1.5 0 -0 3.7 0 19.5126.5 
100 1 000 0 2.4 31.0 17.8 28.4 (a) 35.4 (a) (a) 
•	 125,000 23.2 36.1 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a) (a)
aImpossiblo to maintain valve-seat tomporature below 5600 F with 
standard engine installation. 
The maximum, specific range of the airplane installation 
with' the standard and, the modified engine was determined for 
wide ranges of airplane weights and operating altitudes. Inasmuch 
as the maximum specific range is a function of only two variables, 
the maximum specific range for the standard and the. modified air-
planes has been ' plotted in figure 18 against airplane weight. for 
various altitudes. ' The discontinuities that occur at certain 
alt'itudee'are caused' by. the transition from lean to rich mixtures 
when lean operatiOn becomes impossible. 
The curves of figure 18 have a simple and useful interpretation 
in terms of the level-flight cruising-range of the airplane. It has 
been shown that the airplane range may be expressed 
P =
	 /	
E(G,W)d.W	 (8). 
-	 - 
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where ( (j,W) is the specific range available to an airplane of 
weight W and flying at an altitude corresponding to the density 
ratio o.. The limits of the integral indicate that the integration. 
exte4ds from the weight of the airplane with fuel to the weight of 
the airplane with all fuel, expended. For a given altitude, the 
value of this integral corresponds to the area under the curve 
(fig. 18) for the appropriate altitude taken between abscissa values 
Of We and We + Wf. During the flight, values of the instanta-
neous specific range increase as the total weight of the airplane 
decreases. The-calculation of the level-flight cruising range is 
therefore a simple matter for any particular set of conditions 
Values of the airplane-range computed in this manner are approximate 
and do not abcountfor the fuel Pxpended in take-off, climb, and 
level flight at conditions other than optimum. 
Calculations of level-flight cruising range for a basic airplane 
weight of 90,000 pounds (airplane gross weight less fuel weight) 
made for various fuel weights and altitudes are presented in figure 19. 
The results of the calculations indicate that improvement as great 
as 17 percent in' the cruising range of the airplane may be achieved 
by the use of the NACA injection impeller and the ductd head baffles 
and, that the greatest improvement in range results from the pos-
sibility of using lean instead of rich mixtures. 
Extnsion of operating conditions. - In general, the airplane 
speed at which the specific range was optimum was not effected by 
the cooling improvements. The values of airspeed for which cooling 
of the hottest rear-row exhaust-valve seat is possible have, however, 
been greatly Pxtended. (See fig. •15.) The operating altitudes and 
the airplane weights that may be used 'without eceeding the arbi- 
trarily chosen limiting temperature for the rear-row exhaust-valve 
seats of 5800
 F have been markedly increased (figs. 16 and 17). This 
improvement is shown more clearly in figure 18 where the approximate 
limiting altitude of operation for various values of airplane weight 
may be observed for both the standard and the modified engine 'instal-
lation. Limits are shown for operation at conditions both richer 
and leaner than the chemically correct'mixture. 
The use of the injection impeller and ducted . head baffles 
permits, for both lean 'and rich mixtures (fig. 18),' an increase of 
operating altitude' in excess of 10,000 feet for all airplane gross 
weights considered. It is also evident that rich-mixture operation 
permits an additional altitude increase of less than 5000 feet above 
that possible with lean-mixture operation. This increase is accom-
panied by a-considerable loss in specific range
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The improved cooling facilities may also be evaluated. in terms 
of the additional gross weight allowable ata giv en altitude without 
exceeding the limits set on the rear-row exhaust-valve-seat temper- 
ature. For any altitude between 10,000 and. 25,000 feet, figure .19 
shows that the cooling improvements permit a gross weight increase 
of at least 35,000 pounds from that available'with the standard 
engine installation. Below n altitude of 10,000 feet, the allowable 
increase in gross weight is reduced to as low as 10,000 pounds by 
engine power limitations. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
Flight tests of a four-engine heavy bomber using the standard 
engine installations and the installation modified by the injection 
impeller and d.ucted head baffles have been analyzed todtermine the 
theoretical improvement of airplane performance that may be achieved 
through improving the cooling characteristics of the engine instal-
lation. , The analysis was extended to determine the limitations 
imposed by the original cooling difficulties and the operating 
conditions that would minimize their effect and take maximum advantage 
of the cooling improvements. Approximations were made concerning the 
variation of minimum brake specific fuel consumption with engine speed. 
and the value of fuel-air ratio at which the minimum brake specific 
fuel consumption occurs. The variation of propulsive .efficiency was 
neglected. The theoretical results of the analysis for an assumed.. 
limiting temperature of 5600 F on the rear-row exhaust-valve peat 
and Army summer standard atmosphere conditions are as follows: 
1. When proper cooling is possible at mixtures leaner than the 	 - 
chemically correct, the best specific range for a givei airplane speed 
may be achieved by using the minimum brake specific fuel consumption 
and any cowl-flap angle required to cool the engine properly. 
2. when proper cooling is impossible at mixtures leaner than 
the chemically correct, the best specific range for a given airspeed 
may be achieved by using a cowl-flap angle of approximately 50 open 
and the leanest mixture that allows proper cooling 
3. The maximum airplane specific range (and, consequently, the 
maximum cruising range) is always attained with the appropriate 
mixture-cowl flap combination and an airspeed corresponding to the 
maximum lift-drag ratio, assuming the airplane flying attitude to 
be stable at this point.
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4. For flying conditions at which the specific range of the 
standard airplane is oeriously reduced by large cooling requirements, 
engine-installation ana l ysis indicates that the specific range may, 
in an. extreme case, bo increaBed as much as 38 percent through use 
of engines, employing the injection impeller ar.d ducted head baffles. 
5. Analysis offlight-test data indicates that improvement in 
engine cooling performance through use of the NACA injection impeller 
and ducted head baffles allows an increase in operating altitude in 
excess of 10,000 feet or a gross weight increase of from 10,000 pounds 
at sea level to at least 35,000 pounds aboe 10,000 feet without 
exceeding an exhaust-valve-seat temperature of 5600 F. 
Aircraft Engine Research Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
Cleveland, Ohio.
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Figure 12. - Effect of speed and brake specific fuel consumption on specific range of four—engine 
heavy bomber with cowl flaps set for proper engine cooling. Standard engine Installation; air-
plane weight, 100,000 pounds; altitude, 5000 feet.
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Figure 13. - Effect of airplane altitude and brake specific fuel consumption on 
specific range of four—engine heavy bomber with cowl—flaps set for proper 
engine cooling.	 Standard engine installation; indicated airspeed ratio, 1.00; 
airplane weight, 100,000 pounds.
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Figure 14. - Effect of airplane weight and brake specific fuel consumption on 
specific range of four—engine heavy bomber with cowl flaps set for proper 
engine cooling.	 Standard engine installation; indicated airspeed ratio, 1.00; 
altitude, 5000 feet.
Figure 15. - Effects of airspeed and brake specific fuel consumption on specific range of 
four—engine heavy bomber with standard and with modified engine installations. Cowl—
flaps set for proper cooling; airplane weight, 	 100,000 pounds; altitude, 5000 feet.
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Figure 16. - Effects of airplane altitude and brake specific fuel consumption on specific range 
of four—engine heavy bomber with standard and with modified engine installations. Cowl flaps 
Set for proper engine cooling; indicated—airspeed ratio, 1.00; airplane weight, 100,000 
pounds.
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Figure Ii. - Effects of airplane weight and brake specific fuel consumption on 
specific range of four—engine heavy bomber with standard and with modified 
engine installations. Cowl flaps set for proper engine cooling; indicated—
airspeed ratio, 1.00; altitude, 5000 feet.
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